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STARTER 
1 Keeping the Starter (Culture) alive: 
(This step can be omitted if you are using regularly to make dough but must be done if 
you are not using at least once a week - or freeze for longer term and thaw in the 
fridge, then feed, or use as normal)  
NB: If separates then needs feeding or using immediately to keep it going. 
Keep in the fridge, minimum of 50g with a loose lid 
If not used for 7 days take out and feed in proportions of: 
 1 culture :  1 flour :  1 cool water 
Leave covered at room temp until bubbling (a few hours) then return to fridge 
Keep min 50g and use remainder for immediate baking or throw away.  

2 Activating for Baking (ie bubbling):  
(Easier to omit this step and go straight to making up and fermenting levain, then 
reserve 50g to be new starter/culture before using remainder for your dough) 
Take out of fridge and add flour and water in proportions of: 
 1 culture :  1 flour :  1 cold water (a bit more water for rye) 
Leave covered at room temp (away from any heat source) for 12 hours or overnight by 
which time it should be bubbling. 
You need at least 1/30th of the final weight of dough, ie at least 20g for 600g loaf or at least 
30g for 900g loaf, reserve at least 50g to be new culture and throw away remainder. 

LEVAIN 
You need to make up 1/3rd of the final weight of the dough in the recipe 
eg 300g for 900g loaf in oven for the recipe below. 
Mix the desired amount of culture with the flour(s) and water. 
Leave 12 hours/overnight (or as required in a recipe) and it is then ready to make the dough. 

PAIN DE CAMPAGNE SOURDOUGH (large loaf 900g+ for oven baking)   

30g Culture  or 50+g instead of feeding regime      
300g Levain: 150g water     
   150g flour       
(-30g or minus same amount as original starter to become new starter)    

600-640g Dough: 260g   strong white flour   
    80g  strong wholemeal flour     
    50g  rye flour       
    10g  salt        
    240g  water   
    
Dough will be roughly 940g but ok 25g either way. 
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METHOD (eg overnight ferment, process next day, ready for morning after) 

1 Levain - Put culture in a mixing bowl with measured flour and water and   
mix with spatula - should have a porridge-like consistency. 

2 Ferment 10-12 hrs - Leave covered in kitchen away from heat sources for at least  8 
hours, or even better overnight for 12 hours. 
Tip: A damp tea-towel is advised but I find a loose sheet of kitchen roll is fine. 

3 Dough - Mix the 3 flours and salt loosely, add the water to the Levain, then   
incorporate the flour mixture - use a spatula and pull from the edge into the  middle,   
turning the bowl as it thickens - no need for hands at this stage.  Leave to REST. 
Tip: Have a bowl of water standing by and dip the spatula to prevent sticking. 

4 Rest 20-30 mins - Then knead with the spatula as above until smooth, cover and   
leave. (Step may be omitted but allows flours to absorb the water properly) 
Tip: Stretch it more and more from edge to middle as the dough smooths. 
  
5 Knead & Rest 30 mins approx - Knead for a few minutes, cover as above and leave. 
Tip: At any time can be interrupted and kept in the fridge until ready to continue. 
(Can go straight to 6 or 7 instead if short of time - adjust to your own routine) 

6 Knead & Rest 1 hr approx - Knead again for a few minutes, cover and leave. 
(Can be omitted if no time - no harm to dough) 
(Or go straight to 7 below, or even omit first rise and go direct to 8) 

7 Stretch & Rise 4 hrs approx - Stretch up high from edge with wet hands. allow to 
fold and turn the bowl - do a few times, cover and leave until doubled/well-risen. 

8 Shape & Prove 2-4 hrs approx - Stretch again, shape very gently, place in oiled & 
floured bowl or floured proving basket (Banneton), cover and leave until doubled.  
Tip: Can be proved for up to 12 hours in fridge if necessary. 

9 Prepare for Baking - Fully line heated lidded cast-iron, pyroflam, or stainless steel 
deep casserole with baking parchment, carefully turn loaf in, slash with sharp knife to let 
out steam and cover - sourdough needs to bake in steam. 
Tip: Can be a bit soft to keep shape well so casserole matching desired shape will help. 

10 Bake & Cool - Bake for 45 mins.  Heat oven and casserole to 220 (200 fan) for 
15-20 mins, reduce heat to 200 (180 fan) for 15-10 mins, then bake for remaining 15 mins 
uncovered - adjust heat and covered timings according to how much crust you like. 
Bread is done when sounds hollow when knocked underneath - rest on a rack to cool 
completely before slicing. 
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MACHINE BAKING 
This is apparently possible but not worked well for me - and I can’t find any really useful 
advice online   
Nearest programme would be a Ciabatta one as Pizza programme too short 

1 Pour culture and sponge ingredients into pan and run pizza programme for 15 mins  
 Turn off and leave to ferment overnight 

2 Add dough ingredients and run regular dough cycle  

3 Best to remove from pan and shape & prove  
 or put directly into baking casserole as in main recipe above 
 (Could  be baked in the pan if you have a 45 min baking time - or experiment!) 

4 BAKE 45 mins & COOL - as in main recipe above 


